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that on the Thera-yatha—are not so numerous, or at least not
so easily obtained as is the Commentary on the Sisters'
verses, or the other parts of the work. At present I have
heard of but one copy in Europe, now lent to the India
Office on my behalf by the Royal Library of Copenhagen,
and that is neither a good n6r a complete copy. My wants
have now been better supplied by a copy purchased in
Burma through the kind exertions of Professor Charles
Duroiselle, of Eangoon College—a copy that he was able to
procure without arranging for a special copy to be made at
a Wihiira library. Had it not been for the lamentable dead-
lock of the long-promised Siamese printed edition of the
Commentaries, a translation of the Brethren's verses might
have preceded this volume.
This indeed has been the case in Dr. K» E. Neumann's
vivid and vigorous, if at, times somewhat free, translation
of the Thera-thert-gatha, into German verse.1 He translated
without the aid of any commentary on the Brothers' verses
(a task bristling with difficulties), and with a 'thorough
scepticism' as to the value of the commentarial chronicle
about the Sisters. And in view of the shortness of life
and the length of literatures, there is no doubt much to
justify immediate translation of what we have, instead of
waiting, to enrich and improve our work, for materials that
we have not yet. To what extent such materials as I wait
for do enrich and improve, the educated reader of past,
present, and future translations must judge. If he is not
acquainted with the tradition of the Buddhist Commentary,
here it is in outline.
Whatever be the story of the Canon's evolution, while it
had oral being only, it stands recorded that the Pali Canon
was committed to writing in 80 b.c. Down to and after
this date, the Attha-kathd, or 'talk about the contents,
meaning, or purpose' of the work in question, was a matter
of traditional convention, which individual expounding Bhik-
khus or Bhikkhunis might tell in more or less their own
1 Die Lieder der 3£onche und Nonnen Gotamo Buddha's.    Berlin,
1899.

